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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Million-dollar ra=es. Free beer and doughnuts. $100 cash. Even a TikTok contest.  These are just a

few examples of the “incentives” being offered to entice people into getting a COVID-19 injection.

Putting aside the fact that incentives are ethically suspect, an example of exploitation  and, like

coercion, are a method to get people to do what you want,  statewide incentives programs have had

no effect on daily injection rates.

Since that didn’t work, the powers that be are moving away from incentives and toward

disincentives — like job loss, loss of privileges and higher health insurance costs — to get a needle

in every arm.

Delta Air Lines Charges Extra $200 a Month to Unvaxxed

August 25, 2021, Delta Air Lines announced that unvaccinated employees who are on the company

health plan will have a $200 monthly surcharge added, effective November 1, 2021. It’s said that in

the two weeks after Delta made the announcement, 20% of Delta’s unvaccinated employees had

since gotten the injection, raising the company’s injection rate from 74% to 78%.

In an employee memo, Delta Air Lines CEO Ed Bastian defended the signi)cant premium hike for

unvaccinated employees, stating, “The average hospital stay for COVID-19 has cost Delta $50,000

per person. This surcharge will be necessary to address the )nancial risk the decision to not

vaccinate is creating for our company.”

It’s yet another example of the injection-only mindset that has proliferated since the start of the

pandemic. In the U.S. and much of the world, COVID-19 is still being regarded as a disease that

should only be treated once a person is hospitalized. At that point, the person is already seriously ill

and has missed the opportunity for inexpensive, early treatment options that have shown

signi)cant success in reducing rates of hospitalization and death.

If reducing health care costs is the goal, Delta could offer their employees access to inexpensive

early COVID-19 prevention and treatment and ensure such costs are covered by their health

insurance plans. Early treatment isn’t even mentioned, however, and many employees will be

reluctant or unable to absorb an extra $200 a month on top of their regular insurance premium.

A number of federal statutes — including the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) and

the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) — prohibit group health

plans and insurers from discriminating against individuals based on health factors.

However, by making COVID-19 injections a requirement of the company’s wellness program,  Delta

may be able to skirt legal issues,  as they’re “rewarding” members who participate in the wellness

program by letting them avoid the premium surcharge hoisted on the unvaccinated.

Is Delta’s Surcharge Coercion?

One of the principles of the Nuremberg Code is that humans must give voluntary consent when

participating in medical experiments, and that consent must be given, among other things, “without

the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or other ulterior form

of constraint or coercion.”

As an emergency use authorization, the mass jab administration constitutes a research trial. While

the P)zer-BioNTech COVID-19 jab received FDA approval August 23, 2021, the injection’s approval

represents the fastest approval in history,  granted less than four months after P)zer )led for

licensing May 7, 2021.  So for all intents and purposes, it’s still in the research phase.

It’s quite possible that Delta’s decision to penalize people for choosing to avoid a COVID-19

injection could be seen as a form of coercion. While health insurance companies have long charged

higher premiums based on factors like smoking, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

requires that penalties not be so large as to be coercive.

Delta’s $200 a month surcharge does not appear to meet this federal requirement. As Axios

reported:

“Rewards and penalties in a wellness program also can't exceed 30% of the cost of

employee-only coverage, which in 2020 averaged $7,470, according to the Kaiser Family

Foundation. Delta's $200-a-month penalty, or $2,400 for the year, exceeds 30% of that

average and would more than double the average worker contribution. Other companies

have been contemplating much lower surcharges.

… The policy might not even affect all Delta employees, based on a closer read of the

company's language. Delta speciLcally said this will apply to unvaccinated workers in its

‘account-based health care plan,’ which presumably are only those who have some type of

health savings account.”

What About People Who Are Naturally Immune?

Delta’s surcharge for unvaccinated employees also neglects to differentiate those who choose not

to get injected because they already have natural immunity from a prior COVID-19 infection. This is

likely to prompt more than a few lawsuits, especially since it’s been shown that natural immunity

may protect you signi)cantly better than an injection.

Data presented July 17, 2021, to the Israeli Health Ministry revealed that, of the more than 7,700

COVID-19 cases reported since May 2021, only 72 occurred in people who had previously had

COVID-19 — a rate of less than 1%. In contrast, more than 3,000 cases — or approximately 40% —

occurred in people who had received a COVID-19 vaccine.  As reported by Israeli National News:

“With a total of 835,792 Israelis known to have recovered from the virus, the 72 instances

of reinfection amount to 0.0086% of people who were already infected with COVID.

By contrast, Israelis who were vaccinated were 6.72 times more likely to get infected after

the shot than after natural infection, with over 3,000 of the 5,193,499, or 0.0578%, of

Israelis who were vaccinated getting infected in the latest wave.”

In other words, those who were vaccinated were nearly 700% more likely to develop COVID-19 than

those who had natural immunity from a prior infection — and this is largely in response to the Delta

variant.  While it’s not surprising that Delta hasn’t made this distinction, considering that U.S.

health oicials have also refused to do so, penalizing a person for not receiving an injection they

don’t need is an ethical nightmare.

Worse still, other airlines, including United Airlines and Hawaiian Airlines, have said they’ll mandate

COVID-19 injections for employees,  whether they’re already naturally immune or not.

Health Insurers Passing COVID-19 Costs Back to Patients

At the beginning of the pandemic, most private health insurers waived out-of-pocket costs for

COVID-19 treatment. Among Americans with health insurance, 88% would have received COVID-19

care for free if they were hospitalized.  This is no longer the case, however.

According to research by the Kaiser Family Foundation (KFF), 72% of the two largest insurers in

each state are no longer waiving the cost of COVID-19 treatment, and another 10% plan to phase

out waivers by the end of October 2021.  KFF took this as an opportunity to warn unvaccinated

people that they’re likely to see higher medical bills:

“… as vaccines have become widely available to adults in the U.S. and health care

utilization has rebounded more generally, health insurers may no longer face political or

public relations pressure to continue waiving costs for COVID-19 treatment.

As more waivers expire, more people hospitalized for COVID-19 — the vast majority of

whom are unvaccinated — will likely receive signiLcant medical bills for their treatment.”

Media reports keep referring to the pandemic as a crisis of the unvaccinated, but this is simply

inaccurate, since COVID-19 continues to affect and spread among those who have been

vaccinated. The CDC’s Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR) posted online July 30, 2021

details an outbreak of COVID-19 that occurred in Barnstable County, Massachusetts — 74% of the

cases occurred in fully vaccinated people.

Not only that, the CDC’s de)nition of “fully” vaccinated skews the unvaccinated numbers: You are

not considered fully vaccinated until at least two weeks have passed since you received the last

dose of your chosen vaccine’s recommendations. Otherwise, you’re simply listed as unvaccinated.

That means that numerous people who have had both injections could still be reported as

unvaccinated if they become ill less than 14 days after getting their last shot.

Even with that de)nition, it’s not only unvaccinated people who are being hospitalized for COVID-19.

According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 1,271 new COVID-19

hospitalizations occur daily among fully vaccinated adults.

The real tragedy here is how many of those hospitalizations could have been prevented if people

were offered prompt, early treatment for COVID-19 at the )rst signs of illness, such as that

recommended by the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Working Group (FLCCC).

Will Your Doctor Refuse to Treat You Unless You Get the Jab?

Dr. Linda Marraccini in South Miami, Florida, announced that she would no longer treat patients

who have not received at least one COVID-19 injection, stating that “the health of the public takes

priority over the rights of any given individual in this situation.”  But does it?

Marraccini said she would make exceptions for people with a “valid medical reason” not to get

injected, but what about people with natural COVID-19 immunity? Why should they be exposed to

the risks of the jabs if they’re already immune? An equally worthy question applies to children and

young people, who are at low risk from COVID-19 but could be harmed by the vaccination.

Because of the risk of the formation of blood clots in your vessels following COVID-19 injections,

Sucharit Bhakdi, a retired professor, microbiologist and infectious disease and immunology

specialist who, along with several other doctors and scientists, formed Doctors for COVID Ethics,

believes that giving the COVID-19 injection to children is a crime: “Do not give it to children because

they have absolutely no possibility to defend themselves.

If you give it to your child you are committing a crime.”  Due to myocarditis risks in youth, Britain’s

Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunization (JCVI) is also taking a precautionary approach

for COVID-19 injections among 12- to 15-year-olds. Wei Shen Lim, COVID-19 chair for JCVI, stated,

“The margin of bene)t is considered too small to support universal Covid-19 vaccination for this

age group at this time.”

Dr. Jason Valentine of Alabama, also announced that he would stop seeing unvaccinated patients

beginning October 1, 2021.

“We do not yet have any great treatments for severe disease, but we do have great prevention with

vaccines,” he said in a letter to his patients, parroting the misleading propaganda that ignores the

early treatment protocols that have had great success in treating COVID-19 illness before it gets

serious  — and the fact that the injections’ effectiveness is quickly waning.

Parents have been facing this type of discrimination for years — having pediatricians refuse to treat

their children if they weren’t vaccinated according to the CDC’s federal vaccination schedule — but

it’s disheartening to see the practice continuing and putting more people at risk of not receiving the

health care that they need.

Fortunately, there are many other physicians who believe in the Hippocratic Oath, which requires

doctors to treat all patients as best they can, and the protection of medical freedom, so

unvaccinated individuals don’t have to feel cornered into making a particular health care decision in

order to receive medical care.

Help Support Vaccine Awareness Week

The 12th Annual Vaccine Awareness Week from September 26 to October 2, 2021, will feature

important information about vaccine science, policy and law that you can share with your family

and friends.

With every donation you make during Vaccine Awareness Week, you can help support the legal

right to make an informed, voluntary decision about vaccinations. During this week, we’ll match

your donations up to $100,000 to the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), a nonpro)t

charity advocating for vaccine safety and informed consent rights since 1982.

Donate Today

With aggressive efforts by government working with pharmaceutical corporations and medical

trade groups to mandate COVID-19 vaccines and partnering with Silicon Valley and corporate

media to censor public conversations about vaccination and health, it is critical for you to act now

to protect your legal right to make informed, voluntary vaccine choices.

Thankfully, NVIC provides the public with independent, well-referenced information on vaccines and

advocates for the inclusion of vaccine safety and informed consent protections in the public health

system.

Last year, NVIC sponsored the groundbreaking 5th International Public Conference on Vaccination:

Protecting Health & Autonomy in the 21st Century.

The conference featured 51 speakers from around the world talking about the coronavirus

pandemic and defending liberty in late 2020, just before the government granted vaccine

manufacturers an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) to distribute experimental COVID-19

vaccines in the U.S. You can watch or listen to the conference for free here.

Resources Where You Can Learn More

NVIC Advocacy Portal — Become a registered user of this unique free online

communications network that electronically connects you directly with your own

legislators and emails you action alerts with talking points so you can be an effective

vaccine choice advocate in your state.

You can use it to inform your legislators about why it is necessary to protect vaccine

exemptions and your legal right to make voluntary vaccine decisions for yourself and

your children.

Ask 8 Vaccine Information Kiosk — Download brochures and reports on vaccination

and how to recognize vaccine reaction symptoms, as well as posters and web badges

that you can share with your family and friends. Access the illustrated and fully

referenced “Guide to Reforming Vaccine Policy & Law” to educate your legislator

when you advocate for vaccine informed consent rights.

State Law & Vaccine Requirements — You can easily obtain your state’s current

vaccine policies and laws here.

Vaccine Reaction Reporting — Search for and read descriptions of vaccine reaction

reports made to the federal vaccine adverse events reporting system (VAERS). Make

a vaccine reaction report to NVIC.

Cry for Vaccine Freedom Wall — Read real life stories from people who have been

threatened, bullied and sanctioned for trying to make voluntary decisions about

vaccination for themselves or their minor children. Post your own experience.

Guide to Flu & Flu Vaccines — This “Mini Guide to innuenza & Flu Vaccines” is a brief

summary of facts about innuenza and innuenza vaccines.
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This covid thing, as with pharmacare in general, is simply 3-D Extortion.....Get the Vaxxx, health system insurance or face

debilitation/death, loss of income/gain of a blue tarp on the street AND be ostracized by complicit business to become

untouchable/untreatable/super deplorable.  Hospital protocols are an obvious farce as with other chronic diseases where prevention

and cheap self treatment are censored and forbidden. The "science" of The Inquisition is a purge of non-compliants. It's mass

paranoia; A Suicide Cult!

Those who refuse the KoolAid know that Mega C/D/NAC/RALA/K2, Zn,SE...nebulized H2O2/I and nebulized NAC prevent and treat

covid, nu and many chronic conditions.  zx4.bc9.myftpupload.com/forum-comments  As now with Ivermec, Vit C was dismissed 50yrs

ago, causes of disease were lost in germ/genetic theory voodoo, recently oxidative H2O2/MMS chlorite were branded "bleach" and

NAC came "under suspicion."   Why NAC?    www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7649937  All these therapeutic measures, though

adequately sourced in literature, are thrown out by The Inquisition only to rival the volume of euthanasia by the oxymoronic Humane

Society...
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The trick to success with these forbidden treatments is a) having items on hand..b) applying them regularly in appropriate large

quantities..c) Following nutritional and detoxi)cation principles...d) allowing time.  Once you realize the validity of real science

behind them, you will have no doubts...and the only thing left to conquer is ego-driven fear.  The vampires innicting mass chaos

and death are ego-maniacal parasites lost in the delusion that by sucking your blood and gaining power they will attain

immortality...a sick and twisted psychopathy as old as Mt. Olympus.
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Will Unvaxxed Get Hit With Higher Insurance Charges?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

August 25, 2021, Delta Air Lines announced that unvaccinated employees who are on the

company health plan will have a $200 monthly surcharge added

'

A number of federal statutes — including the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act

(ACA) and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) — prohibit

group health plans and insurers from discriminating against individuals based on health

factors

'

However, by making COVID-19 injections a requirement of the company’s wellness program,

Delta may be able to skirt legal issues

'

It’s possible that Delta’s decision to penalize people for choosing to avoid a COVID-19 injection could be seen as a form of coercion, as the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission requires that penalties not be so large as to be coercive

'

Delta’s surcharge for unvaccinated employees also neglects to differentiate those who choose not to get injected because they already have natural

immunity from a prior COVID-19 infection

'

If reducing health care costs is the goal, Delta could offer their employees access to inexpensive early COVID-19 treatment and ensure such costs

are covered by their health insurance plans

'
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If actuarial principles were applied and data was truthful, the unvaxed would be paying lower rates.  however, data has been

manipulated to count anyone who dies within 14 days of vaxination as unvaxed.
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Couldn't the employees )le a lawsuit based on discrimination of what the company deems "wellness"?
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First time I've seen it but a major league basketball player stating he is young, healthy & ALREADY HAD COVID in so having superior

immunity and refuses to take a Jab. First thank you, good for him. Second, shameless attacks from the Legacy Media talking heads

carrying the party line with no exploration into if what he is saying is true. Just he should take one for the team, he should take one as

a good example to the people who may look up to him.

The powers that be are promoting him and those like him to be the new Lepers, to be rounded up, segregated as unclean. There

always has to be - a Boogie Man to hate and to Divide & Conquer, (Rule.)

Be aware he starts out with sarcasm & some rough language here & there www.youtube.com/watch
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The basketball player's decision is a great example to follow. This is what happens to other vaccinated players. Despite being

fully "vaccinated" for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19), Yankees shortstop Gleyber Torres tested "positive" for the virus, as did

seven of his teammates. Brian Cashman, general manager of New York, told the media that MLB has contacted the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) about what the team should do now that it is clear that vaccines do not they worked.

www.theepochtimes.com/yankees-torres-positive-for-covid-19-despite-bei..
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Anticipate further discrimination against the unvaxed.  Notice that the numbers on the chart are nearly inverse.

news.gallup.com/poll/354506/update-american-public-opinion-vaccination..
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Almond, you do realize that once these 3rd booster shots become more widely distributed, the US is bound to look more like

Israel or the UK with the vaxxed )lling ICU beds? All this reporting will get tossed overboard as irrelevant.  3 or 4 more weeks

should prove this out. It is all lies, everywhere you look!
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realrose and all... It will get much worse. It cannot get better for a long long time--simply not possible for events to align for the

better quickly. Too much has already been lost. Do what you can to help like-minded individuals who want to remain

autonomous. It will all come back to you, sometimes at unexpected times and in unexpected ways. Today, I am delivering a box

of fresh fruit. Our food is wholesome and delicious. People tell me it is "like Christmas" when I bring food. It is not just

nourishment. Good food raises people's spirits and gives them hope. It reminds them someone cares when they feel alone and

forgotten.

Also, if people are discarding unneeded children's clothing, you might esp. set aside boots and winter coats. Many people do

not think ahead about how they will clothe growing children--then, the children suffer. I also know that poor children start to run

out of free school supplies by Christmas. So, before back-to-school time, when stores advertise ridiculously low prices, I stock

up and make 'student kits'. The local school knows me, so I can gift wrap them for Christmas and allow counselors to hand

them out. For example, both spiral notebooks and folders were 4/.25. Notebook paper. Smaller items like crayons, rulers,

scissors, erasers as little as .10 each. Free pens from businesses. >$1/pkt.

At one point, we lived in a small town and became angry at services that only existed for their own employees. We had a dry

basement that we converted to a food and clothing area. Also, had )rewood. It became our goal to shut down govt services by

directly providing what the indigent needed. Of course, that was back when people were ashamed to take a govt handout and

still ate real food from our gardens and hunting. We took care of our own region in the county. Local people were proactive and

shut down a lot of govt programs by organizing and doing things themselves. Got rid of a lot of corrupt govt agencies and show

we could govern ourselves
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-continued- I also label student gift packs as boy/girl and an age, such as lower/upper grade school, jr. h. s..  I sometimes

include small toys or key chains, etc.  When possible, I recycle gently used 3-ring binders and backpacks or bookbags that I get

free, too. So, if you have more than you need, also think of others.  Those who are destitute and cannot do more to help

themselves.  Good people who are not so poor, but appreciate a helping hand.  As for those who are shiftless freeloaders, let the

basturds starve and freeze in the dark until they get cold, hungry, smarter and more ambitious.  We all know who they are.
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These poling numbers are always skewed in favor of the narrative!! Lies…all of it!
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If the companies can charge more for unvaccinated employees then they need to charge more for smokers, for obese, for someone

with a BMI over 35.  It’s discrimination
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This proposed “surcharge” against those NOT vaxxed is ridiculous.  So, for starters, “free” covid medical care is no longer available to

the insured, correct?  Those “vaxxed” can (and do) still contract covid and become ill.  Are THEY then also assessed the $200/montth

surcharge ?, and whether or not “hospitalized” for their illness?  What if the now-vaxxed PREVIOUSLY contracted covid and became ill,

were hospitalized  – but costs were covered under insurance.  Will the insurer act to “claw back” some portion of the costs previously

paid on behalf of this insured?, or assess the “surcharge” back to date of hopitalization?  What of  the exempted vaxxed who

subsequently become covid-ill due to personal acts committed in the false belief that these jabs DO provide actual immunity?  –  are

they also subject to the “surcharge”?   (and how would these “personal acts” be determined?)  What's the status  of the asymptomic

“covid case” person?  

The status of the minor illness/home-recovered “covid case” person?   The status of those who contracted covid, recovered, and have

thereby acquired natural immunity?  [Oh, that's right, NATURAL IMMUNITY no longer exists these days  …  that's old-fashioned

nonsense now that experimental mRNA “vaccines” have become the new fashion!  What was I thinking . . .]   Let's brieny consider how

“safe” and “effective” the vaxxes are  – which requires pretending that VAERS doesn't exist; pretending that vaxx makers are subjects

to liability in the event of adverse reactions; pretending that adverse reactions do not happen (except “rarely”); pretending that these

potions have undergone scienti)cally rigous testing of both safety (including long-term) and eicacy (including duration of

“protection”, and against exactly WHAT form of the virus) for use in human beings, such studies published in responsible scienti)c and

medical journals subsequent to peer review and open debate; pretending that active censorship of dissenting perspectives doe
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What is your life worth?   For some people, the value is comparable to a Krispy Kreme donut. There will always be some people who

die through lack of access to medical care.  However, here is another possible scenario.  The unvaxed may be denied standard medical

care.  Alternative practitioners may no longer be allowed to practice.  People who become unemployed as a result of covid-related job

loss may be unable to afford medical care.  The only remaining option will be education oneself and self-care.  

In the longer term, we will see deaths, depopulation, disease and disabling effects.  Those who survive and avoid the jab may

eventually turn out to be the healthy segment of the population. They will still be fertile and able to reproduce.  They will be healthy and

able to work... esp. if they have been producing their own basic food, not being able to purchase supermarket foods. A certain

segment of society may be cash-poor, but thrive in other ways.   The key will be keeping oneself out of the FEMA camps for the

unvaxed, keeping a roof overhead (property loss due to nonpayment of taxes), a supply of free good water, heat, and a bit of land under

your feet (extensive gardening). Also, enough gasoline to travel a bit for hunting, )shing and foraging, if not on your own land or

nearby.
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"Medical 'care'" is not worth crap 98% of the time.
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Vaccinations are already harming our children, as evidenced by the fact that over 50% of today's vaccinated kids have a chronic

illness, whereas chronic illness is extremely rare in an unvaccinated child. I, too, wonder if the time will come soon when only

the unvaccinated will live out their normal life span. It's a terrifying thought, but with so many people disabled, employers will

have to hire the minority of healthy individuals who resisted today's pressure.
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Esther... The young are so weak that that employers may have no choice except to hire the elderly.  Besides, the young who are

vaxed may be infertile, so fewer young people to replace workers.  Already, fewer trained workers due to lockdowns--so

shortages of grads from trucking schools, etc.  Plan to get what you need locally.  Keep in mind to stockpile warm clothing,

sturdy work boots (boot grease) and underwear while still avail.   If you follow my advice, you will tank me later.  

We )nd that many of our best workers doing hard physical labor are in their 70s, just post-retirement age.  These are people

who are experienced, have lived on the land and worked hard all their lives--they also enjoy work.  Most younger people have no

stamina and are in poor physical condition.  They do not see the overall task and are only accustomed to doing repetitive things

over and over--no problem-solving skills or foresight to prevent problems.  They lack the social skills required for teamwork and

communicate poorly--prob because they have spent so much of their lives on their cell phones.

They also have high expectations and attitude problems.  (One totally unskilled young fellow picked up his )rst and last pay at

the end of the )rst day.  He told us how to do the work, tried to tell us what he would wear (no safety gear!), took all the easy

jobs, did not follow safety rules and asked for a raise and promotion!)  The only time I see the young people succeed is when

they are closely supervised by an older employee who is usually a relative.  They have a very high opinion of themselves, their

strength and abilities that is unfounded.  Too many participation trophies. We also had an unskilled woman referred to us for

hard physical labor--were told she was a good worker.  In her 40's supposedly.  She turned out to actually be 57.  Every day on

the job, she thanked us for hiring her and giving her a chance.  She worked out well, too.
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I have not gone to a doctor in 20 years, and when I did back then, it was for an ear infection which I now know how to take care of by

myself.  I canceled my employer-paid insurance at least ten years ago.  I'm 61, and the grand total of my healthcare costs for my entire

life comes to only about a thousand dollars, some paid by deductibles and some by insurance.  I know how to take care of myself, and

I do not have any of the health problems a man of my age is supposed to have.  I do not have, or want, insurance.  Other than trauma, it

does not cover the doctors who really know health, only the trained-monkey drug-vending machines whose average life expectancy,

according to three different studies, is )ve years less than my own age, so why would I go to one of those doctors for help living a long

and healthy life?  And in California, insurance has to fund others' abortions.  I won't be part of that.
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That is very interesting. I have health insurance. Just because I just sit on the sidelines. People have made God a "moot point".

So I just said, "Fine. I won't answer my call." I guess I could cancel my health insurance. Since I will answer my call. I did go to

the doctor. Just because. They ran their tests. Said I don't need any prescriptions for anything. Not sure it's really "accurate". But

ppl do tell me I look 15 years younger than I am.
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If you have good insurance, the quacks abuse it. If you don't, you are an experimental subject. Either way, they use you for

training the future butchers called doctors... The safest thing is to stay away from the morons. It's a bad idea to be part of the

system, because they steal your DNA with a single blood test... After that, you can be remotely controlled by 5G.
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You're right--the real healers don't take health insurance, and it's not because of greed. They would lose their license because of

the way they practice real healing. My son's doctor was Dr. Jeff Bradstreet, who had to stay under the radar because he had

research and data proving that vaccines cause autism. He was just about to release his )ndings when his clinic was raided, and

three days later he was found shot to death in a river in North Carolina. That summer a number of other holistic practitioners

died under mysterious circumstances. Being a healer is a dangerous profession these days. And being a patient of a traditional

medical doctor is equally dangerous, because of the real risk that their practices and drugs might kill you. i didn't have health

insurance for 15 years before I got Medicare, which I never use.
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garth... You are fortunate to be able to opt out.  In my state, we must pay into Medicare.  The only doctor I can see in this state

is my assigned doctor (or their substitute) in the Medicare system.  That is why I travel out-of-state for real medical care.  I have

only one reason to see a doctor in this state.  That is to present the documented evidence of all my previous severe allergies

and vaccine reactions to ask him to sign for an exemption which must be done by an in-state doctor.  I am not sure going before

a judge will be enough.  I don't even know who my Medicare-assigned doctor is or whether he really exists.  Perhaps he retired

long ago and is still listed.

At one time, I tried to )nd a physical therapist following an injury.  Out of the 70 listed, 68 were either not seeing new patients,

had retired or did not answer their phone at all (no voice mail, either).  IMO, there is widespread corruption.  The other game

they play is to use low-cost-provider techies for services, but have a doctor sign to get full reimbursement.  If the doctor sticks

his head in the door for 10 seconds, he has "seen" you.  Some do not even bother with that formality.
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If you have been watching, I promised to include homegrown recipes occasionally, esp. at harvest time.  Here is my recipe for HOE

CAKES.  Thy are so yummy that I am thinking about making up a plate of them for breakfast, not just lunch and dinner. These were

once a standard noon food for )eld slaves who would mix up a stiff mash of nothing but cornmeal and water and bake them on their

hoes over a )re at noon.  I add extra optional ingredients. You can easily make this from leftovers if you have both a coarse cooked

grain and another )ne nour grain of the same kind (ex., oatmeal and oat nour). Nothing is as good as homegrown heirloom cornmeal!!!

 Esp. when freshly ground!!!

First, boil coarse cornmeal and water to make a mush--you may want to salt it a bit.  You will not need a lot of wet ingredient compared

to dry ingredient.  Cool it enough to handle.  I like to add a bit of stevia or sweetener and organic baking powder.  (There should be

recipes online to make your own BP, too.)  Add as much )nely ground corn nour (not cornstarch) as needed to make a frim stiff dough.

 Shape small FLAT patties so they get crispy on both sides.  Brown brown both sides in butter or good lard.  You can eat them plain like

this or add honey, jam/jelly or syrup.  Or top with apple sauce or apple/pumpkin butter. If I make a huge batch, I may add a whisked

egg, but this makes too much for just my husband and myself. I use a cornmeal corn that I grow myself.  Painted Mountain works well.

 Also, Papa's Red.  Etc.
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Shame on Delta. They are murdering their employees.
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And the list of accommodating companies is long. Of course, the question you must ask whether you are government property

or a slave to an employer.
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Really - would you want to ny on a plane being piloted by someone that got jabbed?….
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Expect the list of lawsuits will start burgeoning...
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Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM
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Dr Linda Marraccini, Dr. Jason Valentine of Alabama, and others like them are not merely quacks, but degenerate, evil criminals on par

with Dr Mengele.  How do they sleep at night?
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What a coincidence. A neighbor and I were just discussing how child molesters were dealt with earlier in the last century in

areas without law enforcement... If I said more, I would get a knock on my door...
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Stephjask, It all starts with the metaphysically false appeal to a collective ("The Public", "The People", "The Common Good", The

Nation", "The Race", etc.), a superhuman organism that purportedly exists when people congregate, with a life, mind,

consciousness, will, and rights of its own to which individual human beings and their legitimate individual rights, including one's

rights to self-ownership, personal liberty, and bodily autonomy, are to be sacri)ced.

Aspiring doctors are pummeled with collectivist/statist indoctrination while attending medical schools, resulting in most

doctors supporting government-controlled, i.e., socialized (e.g."single-payer") medical care, which is based upon the claim of a

false "right" to medical care. The appeal is false because there is no such entity in reality as any collective. Only individual

human beings exist; only individual human beings have legitimate rights.

This appeal to a collective, which Dr. Marraccini has obviously mindlessly, uncritically accepted, connicts with her legitimate

refusal to see "unvaccinated" patients, which is an exercise of her legitimate individual rights to freedom of association and

freedom of non-association, including peaceful discrimination for any reason whatsoever, which rights are logical corollaries to

her rights to self-ownership, personal liberty, and private property rights--rights that all human beings possess, including those

who are opposed to them.

The connict also arises because of a claim of a false "right", a claim that millions of people make, on account of their ignorance

and defective education, i.e. the "right" to medical care, which, I presume, is what you advocate, Stephjask. Or am I mistaken ?

 The claim to a "right" TO goods and services is a false right because it necessitates treating as slaves those who are to

conceive of, produce, and provide the desired goods and services. There is no such thing as a legitimate right to enslave

anyone.
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Merck was the outcast of the bunch when it came to cashing in on the mRNA shots.  They are now bringing an anti-viral to the table

that they say will reduce deaths and hospitalizations the claim P)zer and cohorts have for their shots.  If that is true, then no

mandates needed, since an eicacious antiviral will exist if one so chooses to use it.  I hope Merck touts this in its marketing

campaign, it works to our advantage hugely.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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So...How much does it cost to treat the vaccine injured?
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Watch this until the very end even though it is long.  gloria.tv/.../oTYQ9ptpYkm62eu9PfLbz4vGs  Understand that the crises in China

will affect global markets and increase shortages.  There will be economic, political and social repercussions.  Many people do not

realize how many Chinese imports their nations depend on.  Esp. food and "electronics".  (How often do you turn cans over to read the

bottoms or read labels to see if they state "Product of China"?  Fruits/juices, pastas, seafood, mushrooms, etc.)  If you were wise

enough to )ll your pantry with homegrown food this year, you will be fortunate.  Food prices already "oicially" up 30+% since last year.

 Expect them to go much higher.

There is still time to take advantage of harvest surplus from gardeners and markets as )nal harvest approaches.  Also, still time to

harvest some things from the wild. If you must replace appliances, older used models may be a good deal.  Shop second hand stores

while stuff is still avail.  Many people are forced to move and "clean out" perfectly good items at this time.  If you have a good vehicle,

keep it running.  You should have laid in )rewood if this applies.
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How does it cost Delta $50,000 per employee who gets hospitalized for Covid? This is a serious question… do they own their own

health insurance company? This logic doesn’t even apply to self-funded plans that a lot of big corporations have. I know this because I

am a corporate accountant. Are insurance companies charging the employer for the hospital stay? I highly doubt it because that’s not

how insurance works!!
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Well, I'm an anti-vaxxer from way back. The moment I refused to let a nurse inject my four-hour-old daughter with a useless HepB

vaccine, I crossed over to the other side. The consequences of that decision were that no pediatrician would accept her as a patient,

so she grew up with no doctor's visits, no medication, no treatments, and guess what...no illnesses. Being told by a doctor that they

won't treat an unvaccinated patient does not )ll me with fear and anxiety. So what else is new? Whatever they are offering isn't worth

taking anyway. By the way, my two older children are fully vaccinated, and they both have multiple food allergies, chronic headaches,

chronic stomach and digestive issues, and they are sick all the time with the colds and sni=es. The only healthy child in the house is

the one whom doctors refuse to treat.

When my oldest child caught Covid and gave it to me, we  immediately followed Dr. Zelenko's protocol, and we had a nice week

quarantining together, discussing the mysteries life and past events while we took our zinc, quercetin, and vitamins C and D. My son

learned that in Korea, Covid patients eat kim chi, so he ordered us an array of kim chi foods from an authentic Korean restaurant. We

both had extremely mild cases, never lost our senses of taste or smell, and now our antibodies are off the charts. Dr. Zelenko says that

the fear of Covid is harmful in itself, and thanks to him, I no longer am afraid to go out into the world, even if it's a mess right now.
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The vicious behavior by the current US government administration and many state governments is not exactly a surprise, given the

values expressed by those governments and many of their decisions since May 2020.   But I was hoping it would take them longer to

sink to the current levels.  In fact they are shooting past the current levels in a dive that may take the whole nation down to almost the

equivalent of Venezuela.  Or maybe they won't even stop there.  A lot depends on restoring election integrity -- if that doesn't happen,

oh well, It was a nice experiment.
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When are the obese and smokers going to get hit with higher health insurance premiums?  I'm presuming they haven't because their

bad habits fuel the health treatment industry.
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Smokers have higher life insurance rates.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

My employer started charging higher premiums for tobacco users years ago. I'm not opposed to that because it's been

established long ago that smoking increases risk for health problems; those who choose to smoke are in a higher risk category

and should pay according to that risk level. It's a purely economic decision. The same case could be made for obesity but I can't

imagine a company imposing a higher premium on the obese because that would be viewed as 'fat shaming' instead of an

incentive to take responsibility for one's health. If you get jabbed and you have a crippling adverse reaction, insurance won't

cover your expenses anyway so the premium threat is nothing more than a coercion tactic.
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What would people have done if they lived in Nazi Germany during the 1930s? Don’t their actions today, reveal the true content of their

character?  Maybe it is just me, but I’m seeing so many “Good Little ***.” I fear for my grandkids.
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Actually, Germans loved Germany after 1933s, because living standards were high. Who loves these criminals?
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Sorry, Dr. Mercola, maybe I'm missing something here. You said, "As an emergency use authorization, the mass jab administration

constitutes a research trial. While the P)zer-BioNTech COVID-19 jab received FDA approval August 23, 2021, the injection’s approval

represents the fastest approval in history,11 granted less than four months after P)zer )led for licensing May 7, 2021.12 So for all

intents and purposes, it’s still in the research phase."  Wasn't the approval actually given for P)zer's Comirnaty jab, which isn't even

available yet? I'm under the impression that the P)zer jab currently in use is still under EUA and has not received approval. Can

someone con)rm or refute this with an explanation? Thank you.
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mRNA shots were introduced in the Soviet Union in the early 1980s. They are anything but experimental:

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/08/dr-igor-shepherd/mrna-vaccines-the-silent-..  The objective is full control and genocide.
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And the other answer is Conmirnaty is not yet available, won't be for quite some time. And most states are not in an emergency

anymore.
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Hmmmm. I have been "sitting on the sidelines" for decades. It's a whole lot of persecution a woman faces for being chosen, appointed,

and anointed by God with the greatest miracle working power. People have turned the Kingdom of Heaven into a worldly political and

social club offering corrupt power to those at the top of a manmade hierarchy. I )nd it appalling. They have either no concept or

limited concept that God is Love; and He does not establish human governmental systems for graft, exploitation of His children, and

ego and )nancial grati)cation of "leaders".

I just will come out and manifest His Spirit. Having nothing to do with organized, institutional religion machinery. So like a political

party. So unlike the Kingdom of Heaven. Whew. Prepare for total destruction of all "ruling over" machinery of political religious means.

God will be releasing full miracle working power for saints to arise in full miraculous healing and power to trans)gure instantly. It's kind

of why religious folks don't like me and the Lord . My ministry and the Lord are the end of tyranny. The Lord is in my ❤ in power to arise

from within me instantly in Full Manifest Power to re-manifest His own rule and reign as He ruled and reigned in Eden before fall.

And what religious folks appear not to realize: is that there is something within them that so wants control that they oppose the

appearing of the Lord. And persecute me. They think they have it all and know it all. Even denying that I could possibly exist having

been gifted in power to arise full stature in the Lord. Rejecting the religious machine. Just knowing the Lord Himself personally. Not

acceding to or coming subject to their fallen system of hierarchy and subjugation. Truly free. They insist I must be "under" a man.

Nope. I came to trans)gure between my ❤ and the Lord 's ❤ from within. Releasing same power to all saints individually. Freedom.

God's rule not man's. Eden restored. The Kingdom come. Not subject to man.
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"If you give it to your child you are committing a crime" So Doc, since you are so concerned about a child gaining natural immunity

from a pretty harmless disease, how come it's not a crime for their parents to smoke in a house or a car with a baby or spray

glyphosate around their outside play set or to feed them toxic food or to force them to sleep in a toxic outgassing room and matress or

to put toxic clothing on them or to use toxic fragrancs and lotions on their sensitive bodies or to give them the milk from another

speices of animal that contains antibiotics and growth hormone

or to let them play with toxic toys made in China or to teach them that if someone is different then you you should make fun of them or

to force them to wear a hypoxic toxic mask all day or to teach them Nature is "dirty" and wash them down with anti-baterial soap every

time they touch something outside or to stop the evil sun from touching their skin by putting toxic sunscreen on their sensitive bodies

or to ...Why are you not advocating for the things that would really do them harm insted of something that would make them stronger?
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